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Feedback representation of precompensatorst 

JACOB HAMMERt 

An algebraic theory is developed for the design of internally stable control configura
tions, which consist of dynamic output feedback, inside-loop precompensation, and 
outside-loop precompensation. The underlying quantity is an equivalent pre
compensator which relates the given system to the desired system, and which may 
induce unstable pole-zero cancellations. From this equivalent precompensator, the 
controllers of the final internally stable control configuration are constructed. The 
main step in this construction involves a partial-fraction decomposition of matrices. 
The problem of minimizing the outside-loop precompensator (without affecting the 
transfer matrix of the final system) is considered. For injective systems, the 
outside-loop precompensator can be eliminated in almost all cases. 

1. Introduction 
Let f be the transfer matrix of a given linear time-invariant system, and 

assume that one is required to design a control configuration that will trans
form / into a specified transfer matrix /'. The desired transfer matrix f' is 
usually obtained through simulation, or through various optimization methods. 

The control configuration we are interested in is that shown in the Figure, 
the classical configuration consisting of precompensators and feedback. (Due 
to practical limitations, postcompensators-i.e. dynamical transformations of 
the system outputs-are undesirable in many cases.) Here, w is a causal 
(external) precompensator, v is a causal (internal) precompensator, and r is a 
causal output feedback compensator. The maps fcv,r> and fcw,v,r> denote the 
transfer matrices of the respective composite systems, and we have evidently 
that / (w,v,r) = f (v,r)W· 

A major -issue in our discussion are stability considerations. We have to 
guarantee that the composite system is internally stable, that is, that all its 
modes, including the unobservable and the unreachable ones, are stable. 
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Further, in order to preserve the existing degrees of freedom in the control 
variables, we shall impose throughout our discussion the additional require
ment that the precompensators u· and v are non-singular. This will ensure 
that the resulting system f <w,v,r> has the same control capabilities as the 
original one f. We can now summarize the situation in the following classical 
manner (see also Newton et al. 1957). 

Feedback design problem 

Let f and/' be transfer matrices of linear time-invariant systems. Construct 
(if possible) causal compensators w, v and r such that the transfer matrices 
f' = f<u·,1,,r>• and the composite system represented by fcw,v,r> is internally 
stable. 

In order to simplify our statements, we shall use the notation 

f' ~ f (w,v,r) (1) 

by which we mean that the transfer matrices/' and fcw,v,r> are equal, and that 
the composite system represented by the right-hand side is internally stable. 

An additional important class of design objectives related to the con
figuration in the Figure is motivated by sensitivity phenomena. Qualitatively, 
classical sensitivity considerations have shown that, under conditions of high 
forward gain, the parameters of fcw,v,r> are more sensitive to variations in the 
parameters of w and r than they are to variations in the parameters of v and 
f. Thus, it is desirable to reduce the compensators w and r, and to include 
as much as possible of the compensation dynamics in the (internal) pre
compensator v. This will lead to a design which contains fewer critical 
parameters. 

In the present paper we construct compensators w, v and r in solving the 
feedback design problem. We pay particular attention to the minimization 
of the external precompensator w. In fact, we show that when f is injective, 
w can be eliminated in almost all cases, so that, generically, only the internal 
precompensator v and the feedback r are needed. The formalism developed 
here also allows us to obtain a design in which the dynamical orders of both 
w and r are minimal, and this topic is discussed in Hammer ( 1981 c, 1983 c). 

Our approach to the feedback design problem can be qualitatively 
summarized as follows. Let f be the transfer matrix of the given system, 
and let /' be a stable desired transfer matrix. As a preliminary, we show 
that the following statements (a) and (b) are equivalent: (a) There exist 
causal compensators w, v and r, where w and v are non-singular, such that 

f' ~ fcu:,v,r>· (b) There exists a non-singular, causal, and stable precompensator 
l such that /'=fl. Of course, in general, the combination fl cannot be 
physically implemented as such, owing to the lack of internal stability. Now, 
given the transfer matrices f and /', conditions for the existence of a non
singular, causal and stable precompensator l satisfying /'=fl are known 
(Morse 1975, Hammer 1981 a, Hammer and Heymann 1983 b). Moreover, in 
case l exists, its computation is relatively simple, and it can be accomplished 
through the employment of a suitable generalized inverse of / (Hammer and 
Heymann 1983 b). Thus, the feedback design problem can be equivalently 
reduced to the following. 
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Feedback representation problem 
Let l be a non-singular, causal and stable precompensator for which fl is 

stable. Find non-singular causal precompensators w and v, and a causal 

feedback r, such that fl:::_f<w,v,r>· As an additional requirement, minimize 
the dynamical order of w. 

Our solution to the feedback representation problem is as follows. First, 
we derive from the given transfer matrix f a pair of non-singular matrices 
Du and D 0 , the first of which is determined by the unstable zeros and by the 
infinite zeros off, and the second of which is determined by the unstable poles 
of/. Now, let l be the desired precompensator. The main step in the solution 
(see § 5) is to compute a matrix partial-fraction decomposition 

(2) 

which, in addition to usual minimality conditions, has to satisfy the follow
ing: the matrices A and B are left coprime; Du is a left divisor of A ; and 
D0 is a left divisor of B. 

The partial-fraction decomposition (2) exists for almost every admissible 
precompensator l (i.e. generically), and, in almost all cases (e.g. when unstable 
zeros of l do not coincide with unstable zeros of/), its computation is straight
forward. When the decomposition (2) exists (that is, generically) and the 
system / is injective, the external precompensator w is not required, and 

compensators v and r satisfying fl:::_ h,,r> are directly determined by it. 
Roughly speaking, v- 1 is proportional to P A- 1 and r is proportional to QB- 1 

v- 1 "'PA - 1 , r "'Q B- 1 (3) 

All the possible partial-fraction decompositions of the form (2) characterize 

all the pairs {v, r} satisfying fl:::_ f<v,r> (through (3)) so that we also have a 
characterization of all such pairs. Being an additive condition, (2) (and (3)) 
give a direct insight into the relationship between v and r (for a fixed l), and 
into the effect on v of different choices of r. In particular, the minimization 
of the feedback r is obtained by minimizing the matrix B, subject to the 
above conditions (Hammer 1981 c, 1983 c). 

Direct investigations into internal stability of multivariable linear control 
systems have received considerable attention in the system theoretic literature. 
In the last decade, regulation with internal stability was studied by Wonham 
and Pearson (1974), Wonham (1974), Davison (1976), and Cheng and Pearson 
(1978). Feedback interconnections were studied by Desoer and Chan (1975), 
Desoer and Vidyasagar (1975), and Rosenbrock and Hayton (1977). The so 
called ' output regulation problem ' was treated by Wolovich and Ferreira 
( 1979). The design of optimal controllers was investigated by Youla et al. 
(1976). More recently, questions related to internal stability and feedback 
were considered by Desoer et al. (1980), Pernebo (1981), Desoer and Chen 
(1981), Zames (1981). Francis and Vidyasagar (1980), and Hammer (1981 b, 
1983 a). 

We shall outline the organization of the present paper at the end of § 2, 
after introducing some notation. 
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2. Preliminary considerations 
Let K be a field, and let S be a K-linear space. We denote by A8 the 

set of all formal Laurent series with coefficients in S, of the form 

( 4) 

where for all t, s1ES. Then, under the operations of coefficient-wise addition 
and convolution as scalar multiplication, the set AK is endowed with a field 
structure, and the set AS forms a linear space over AK. Moreover, if the 
K-linear space S is finite-dimensional, then so also is AS as a AK-linear space, 
and dim AK AS= dim K S. 

Further, let U and Y be finite-dimensional K-linear spaces, and let L be 
a K-linear time-invariant system, admitting input values from U and having 
its output values in Y. Assume also that L possesses a transfer matrix T. 
Then, clearly, T has its entries in the field AK, and, thus, induces in a natural 
way a AK-linear map IT: AU-+AY. Conversely, let /: AU-+AY be a 
AK-linear map. Then, f can, of course, be represented as a matrix, relative 
to specified bases Ui, ... , um in AU and y1 , ... , yP in AY. Of particular 
importance is the case when Ui, ... , um belong to U and Yv ... , Yv belong to 
Y, where U and Y are regarded as subsets of AU and AY, respectively. In 
this case the matrix representation Z 1 of f is called a transfer matrix, and, if 
f=fT, we clearly have that Z1 coincides with T. Thus, a transfer matrix and 
a AK-linear map are equivalent quantities. (For a more abstract inter
pretation in the discrete-time case, see Kalman et al. ( 1969) and Wyman 
(1972).) Throughout our discussion, all matrix representations will tacitly be 
assumed to be transfer matrices. No sharp distinction between a map and its 
transfer matrix will be made. 

Before continuing with our discussion of AK-linear maps, we need to 
review the underlying structure of the space AS. First, we denote by Q+S 

0 

the set of all (polynomial) elements in AS of the form s = L s 1z- 1, t0 ~ 0, 
t = t0 ~ 

and by O.-S the set of all (power series) elements in AS of the forms= L s 1z- 1• 
t=O 

Then, in particular, both of the sets Q+K and n - K are endowed with a principal 
ideal domain structure under the operations defined in AK. The set Q+S 
forms a free Q+K-module, and the set Q- S forms a free Q-K-module, both 
under the operations defined in AS. Moreover, when Sis finite-dimensional, 
then rankn+K Q+S=dimK S, and rankn-K n-S=dimK S. 

Next, let/: AU-+AY be a AK-linear map. Then,/ is called a polynomial 
map if all the entries in its transfer matrix are polynomials (i.e. in Q+ K). 
Also, f is a causal map if all the entries in its transfer matrix belong to Q-K. 
Equivalently, / is polynomial if and only if /[ Q+ U] c Q+ Y, and / is causal if 
and only if /[O-U] c n - y (Hammer and Heymann 1983 a). A AK-linear 
map /: AU-+AY is called rational if there exists a non-zero polynomial 
ipED.+ K such that ( ip/) is a polynomial map. 

In discussion of causality it is sometimes convenient to employ the 
following classical notion of order. Let s= L s,z- 1 be an element in AS. 
The order of s is defined as ord s: = min {s1# O} if s # 0, and ord s: = oo 
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if s = 0. The leading coefficient § of s is then defined as § : = sord s if s =I= 0, 
and§:= 0 if s=O. In this terminology, a AK-linear map/: AU~AY is 
causal if and only if ord fu~ord u for all elements uEAU. Several further 
related definitions are useful. A AK-linear map f: AU~AY is strictly 
causal if ord fu > ord u for all uEAU. The map f is called a linear i/o map 
if it is both strictly causal and rational. Finally, a AK-linear map l: 
AU ~AU is bicausal if it is causal and if it possesses an inverse which is also 
causal (Hautus and Heymann 1978). 

We turn next to proper bases. Let Si, ... , snEAS be a set of elements. 
Then s1, ... ,snare properly independent if their leading coefficients §11 ••• , §n(ES) 
are K-linearly independent. A basis consisting of properly independent 
elements is called a proper basis. It can be shown that every AK-linear 
subspace RcAU has a proper basis (Hammer and Heymann 1981). The 
importance of proper bases is related to the fact that they allow a finitary 
characterization of causality as follows. Let u1 , ... , um be a proper basis of 
AU. Then, a AK-linear map f: AU~AY is causal if and only if ord fui~ 
ord ui for all i = 1, ... , m (W olovich 197 4, Hammer and Heymann 1983 a). 
Also, a AK-linear map l: AU~AU is bicausal if and only if lui, ... , lum 
are properly independent, and ord lui = ord ui for all i = 1, ... , m. A proper 
basis u 11 ••• , um is ordered if ord ui+I ~ ord ui for all i = 1, ... , m - 1. 

We next turn to some basic notions related to stability. As was noted 
by Morse (1975), questions related to stability are most naturally analysed in 
a ring-theoretic framework. We next review some terminology in this context 
from Hammer (1981 a). 

Let a be a multiplicative set ( of polynomials) in Q+ K (i.e. for every pair 
of elements k1, k 2Ea, also k1k2Ea). We say that a is a stability set if it satisfies 
(i) 0¢a, (ii) a contains a polynomial of degree one, that is, there is an element 
a.EK such that (z+a.)Ea (Morse 1975). We now choose a stability set acQ+](, 
and leave it fixed throughout our discussion. Given a AK-linear map f : 
AU~AY, we say that f is i/o (input/output) stable (in the sense of a) if there 
exists an element ipEa such that iµ/ is a polynomial map. 

Further, we denote by Qui( the set of all i/o stable elements in AK. 
Explicitly, Qui( is the set of all elements aEAK which can be expressed as 
a polynomial fraction a= ~/y, with y belonging to the stability set a. It 
can then be shown that, under the operations defined in AK, QuK is endowed 
with a principal ideal domain structure. Also, a AK-linear map/: AU~AY 
is i/o stable if and only if all entries in its transfer matrix belong to QuK. 
This fact will allow us to employ the highly developed theory of matrices 
with entries in a principal ideal domain when studying i/o stable maps. 

Next, one can incorporate the restriction of causality into the stability 
framework through the use of an additional class of rings (introduced by 
Morse (1975)), as follows. Let Qu-K: = Qu](nQ-K, that is, the set of all 
elements in AK which are both i/o stable and causal. Then, it was shown by 
Morse (1975) that Qu -K forms a principal ideal domain under the operations 
defined in AK. Clearly, a AK-linear map f: AU~AY is both causal and 
i/o stable if and only if all entries in its transfer matrix belong to nu -K, and 
we are again faced with a situation of matrices with entries in a principal 
ideal domain. 
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Several types of unimodular maps appear in our discussion, and we now 
review the terminology. We say that a AK-linear map l: AS-+AS is Q+K
(respectively Q- K-, QuK-, Qu- K-) unimodular if l has an inverse l- 1 and if 
both of l and l- 1 are polynomial (respectively causal, i/o stable, both causal 
and i/o stable). In particular, an Q+K-unimodular map is the usual poly
nomial unimodular map, and an Q-K-unimodular map is the bicausal map. 

We turn next to certain canonical representations of systems in the 
stability sense, following Hammer (1981 a). Let N: AU-+AY and D: 
AU-+AY' be i/o stable AK-linear maps. We say that N and D are right 
a+-coprime if there exist i/o stable AK-linear maps A :AY-+AU and B: 
AY'-+AU such that AN +BD=I (the identity map). We say that an i/o 
stable map C : AU-+AU is a common right a+-divisor of N and D if there 
exist i/o stable maps N': AU-+AY and D': AU-+AY' such that N =N'C 
and D=D'C. Now, let /: AU-+AY be a rational AK-linear map. A 
(matrix fraction) representation of the form f=ND- 1 , where N: AU-+AY 
and D : A U-+AU are i/o stable, is called a right stability representation of f. 
In case N and Dare right a+-coprime, we say that this stability representation 
is canonical. Left stability representations are defined in a dual way. It 
can be shown that every rational AK-linear map has both right and left 
canonical stability representations. 

If f = N D- 1 is a right canonical stability representation, then we say that 
D is a right a+-denominator of /. It is worthwhile to note that / is i/o stable 
if and only if its right a+-denominators are QuK-unimodular. 

Two particular types of canonical stability representations are distinguished 
by their minimality properties. One of these representations characterizes 
the unstable poles of the system, and the other one-the unstable zeros. Let 
/: A U-+AY be a rational AK-linear map. A right stability representation 
N P- 1 of f is called a right pole representation whenever the following hold : 
(i) P is a polynomial map, and (ii) if / = RQ- 1 is any right stability representa
tion with Q polynomial, then P is a polynomial left divisor of Q. The matrix 
Pis then called a right pole matrix off, and it characterizes the unstable poles 
of f (Hammer 1981 a). Further, a right stability representation / = ZD- 1 is 
called a right zero representation whenever (i) Z is a polynomial map, and (ii) 
if RQ- 1 is any right stability representation with R polynomial, then Z is a 
polynomial left divisor of R. The matrix Z is then called a right zeros matrix 
of/, and it characterizes the unstable zeros of/ (see Hammer (1981 a) and also 
compare with Pernebo (1981)). Left pole and zero representations are 
defined in a dual way. It can be shown that pole and zero representations 
exist, and are canonical stability representations (Hammer 1981 a). 

A right pole representation is constructed as follows. Let / = RT- 1 be 
a right coprime polynomial matrix fraction representation. One factors 
T = PT 1 into a multiple of polynomial matrices, where T 1- 1 is i/o stable, and 
where det P is polynomially coprime with every element in the stability set a. 
Then, letting N : = RT 1- 1 , it can be shown that / = N P- 1 is a right pole 
representation of /. A right zero representation is constructed dually-one 
factors R = ZR 1 into a multiple of polynomial matrices, where R 1 is square 
non-singular and R 1 -

1 is i/o stable, and where the invariant factors of Z are 
polynomially coprime with every element in a. Then, denoting D: = T R 1- 1, 

it can be shown that f=ZD- 1 is a right zero representation of/. 
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When considering pole and zero representations, it is convenient to employ 
the following type of matrices. Let P : AU ~AU be a polynomial matrix. 
We say that Pis completely unstable (in the sense of a) if the invariant factors 
of P are (polynomially) coprime with every element in a. It can then be 
seen that a canonical stability representation / = N P- 1 is a pole representa
tion if and only if Pis a completely unstable polynomial map. The situation 
for zero representations is, of course, analogous. The following is a useful 
technical property of completely unstable polynomial maps, which can be 
easily verified (Hammer and Khargonekar 1981 ). 

Lemma 2.1 
Let R: AU-~AY and Q: AU~AU be polynomial maps, and assume that 

Q is non-singular and completely unstable. If the map Q- 1 R is i/o stable, then 
it is a polynomial map. 

Next, let / = N P- 1 be a right pole representation. Then, clearly, a right 
stability representation / = N' P'- 1 is a pole representation if and only if 
P'=PM, where M: AU~AU is polynomial unimodular. Thus, in parti
cular, det P' =k det P, where kEK. We now define the pole degree p(f) of 
/ as 

p(/) : = -ord (det P) 

When K is the field of real numbers, then p(/) is simply the number of un
stable poles of/. Now, let /=PL- 1 NL be a left pole representation. We 
claim that 

-ord (det PL)= p(/) 

Indeed, (5) is a direct consequence of the following. 

Theorem 2.1 

(5) 

Let f: AU~AY be a rational AK-linear map, and let N P- 1 and PL- 1 NL 
be right and left canonical pole representations of f, respectively. Then, the 
polynomial matrices P and PL have the same (non-trivial) invariant factors. 

Proof of Theorem 2.1 

Let M 1 : AY~AY and M 2 : AU~AU be polynomial unimodular matrices 
such that / 0 : = Mif M 2 is in the Smith-MacMillan canonical form (see, e.g. 
Rosenbrock (1970)). Then, since all non-zero entries in / 0 are on its main 
diagonal, /0 clearly possesses a right and a left pole representation N 0P 0- 1 

and P' 0- 1 N' 0 , respectively, where P 0 and P' 0 are both diagonal matrices. 
But it is also clear that P O and P' 0 have the same non-trivial invariant 
factors, and, since M 1 and M 2 are polynomial unimodular, the latter implies 
our assertion. D 

The following properties of the pole degree p( ·) can be readily verified. 

Proposition 2.1 

Let /i, /2 : AU~AY and / 3 : AY ~AW be rational AK-linear maps. Then, 
the pole degrees satisfy the following : 

(i) PU1 + I 2) ~ p(/1) + p(/2) and (ii) p(/af 1) ~ p(/3) + p(/1) 
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In complete analogy, we also define the zero degree {(/) of a non-zero 
rational AK-linear map f, as follows. Let f = ZD- 1 be a canonical zero 
representation, and let iµ1 , ... , 1Pn be the invariant factors of Z. Then, the 

n 

zero degree is {(/) : = - ord n 1Pi (i.e. ' the number of unstable zeros '). 
i= 1 

The connection between zero degrees and pole degrees is given by the follow-
ing proposition, which can be readily verified . 

Proposition 2.2 

Let f: AU~AY be a rational AK-linear map, and let f=ND - 1 be a right 
stability representation of f. Then, ,(D) ~ p(/), and the stability representation 
f = N D - 1 is canonical if and only if {(D) = p(/). 

The pole degree , the zero degree and Proposition 2.2 are extensively 
employed in all our derivations in this paper. 

A major role in our present discussion is played by certain notions related 
to the inversion of AK-linear maps. Let/: AU~AY be a AK-linear map. 
We say that/ is (left) a- -invertible if there exists a causal and i/o stable AK
linear map h: AY~AU such that hf=I, the identity. Evidently, every 
a--invertible map is necessarily injective. Conversely, every injective 
(rational) AK-linear map can be made a- -invertible through composition with a 
suitable matrix, as follows. We first define a notion which is repeatedly 
used in our discussion. (Given i/o stable matrices A, B: AU~AU, we 
say that B is a right a- -divisor of A if there exists a causal and i/o stable 
matrix A' such that A= A' B.) 

Definition 2.1 

Let f : AU~ A Y be an injective rational AK -linear map, and let Du : AU~ AU 
be a non-singular and i/o stable matrix. We say that Du is a a-annihilator off 
if it satisfies the following conditions: (i) / Du - 1 is left a--invertible and (ii) for 
every non-singular and i/o stable matrix D: AU~AU for which f D- 1 is left 
a--invertible, Du is a right a--divisor of D. 

Intuitively speaking, a a-annihilator of / is a ' minimal ' i/o stable matrix 
Du for which / Du - 1 is a--invertible. It exactly cancels (or 'annihilates ') 
the unstable zeros of / and its zeros at infinity. Clearly, if Du and D' u are 
both a-annihilators of /, then there exists an .Qu -K-unimodular map l: 
AU ~AU such that D' u = lDu. Since a-annihilators will be repeatedly 
employed throughout our discussion, we now describe in detail their construc
tion. 

Construction of a-annihilators 

Let/: AU~AY be an injective rational AK-linear map, and let/= D- 1N 
be a left coprime polynomial matrix fraction representation. We factor 
N =N 8 N 0 into a multiple of polynomial matrices, where N 0 : AU~AU is 
completely unstable and square non-singular, and where N

8
: AU~AY has 

no unstable zeros (i.e. all its invariant factors are divisors of elements in the 
stability set a). Such a factorization can be obtained through a suitable 
factorization of the invariant factors in the Smith canonical form of N. Now, 
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denote y: = D- 1N
8

, and let M: AU__,,.AU be a polynomial unimodular 
matrix such that Ys : = yM has ordered and properly independent columns. 
Let Yv ... , Ym be the columns of Ys· The integers vi:= ord Yi, i= 1, ... , m, 
are called the a-latency indices of /. Define y0 : = M- 1N 0 : AU__,,.AU, so 
that / = YsYo, and note that y0 is square non-singular. Finally, let (z + ct) be 
a first-degree polynomial in a, and define the square non-singular matrix 

D<T := [diag ((z+ct)-v1, ... , (z+oc)-Vm)]Yo: AU__,,.Au 

We next show that Du is a a-annihilator of /. 

Proposition 2. 3 

(6) 

Let f: AU__,,.AY be an injective rational AK-linear map, and construct Du 
to be as in (6). Then, Du is a a-annihilator off. 

The proof of Proposition 2.3 depends on the following auxillary result, 
which is a consequence of the Hermite normal form theorem (see, for example, 
MacDuffee (1934)). 

Lemma 2.2 

Let f : AU__,,. A Y be a rational AK-linear map. Then there exists an flu - K-

uni modular map l : A Y--+ A Y such that lf = c~). where j o is surjective. 

Proof of Proposition 2.3 
In view of Lemma 2.2 and the injectivity of /, there exists an Qu-K-

unimodular map l: AY--+AY such that lf=C~). where / 0 : AU--+AU 

is square non-singular. By the construction of Du in (6) it follows then that 
the matrix l0 : = (f 0Du - 1 )- 1 is both bi causal and i/o stable. Then / 0 -

1 = 

D(T'~I lo, and, since by construction PUo-1) = ,uo) = ,u) = '(Du), it follows by 
the dual of Proposition 2.2 that Du and l0 are left a+-coprime. 

Defining now h: = (l0, O)l: AY __,,.AU, we clearly have that h is causal 
and i/o stable, and that hfDu- 1 =1. Thus, /Du-I is a--invertible, and part 
(i) of Definition 2.1 holds for Du. We consider next part (ii) of Definition 2.1. 
Let D: AU__,,.AU be any non-singular and i/o stable matrix for which /D- 1 

is a--invertible. Then the matrix oc : = (/0D- 1)- 1 is both causal and i/o 
stable, and ct= (l0 -

1 D uD- 1 )- 1 =DD u -iz 0 . Whence, since l0 is bicausal, DD u - 1 

is causal. Also, since D and oc are both i/o stable, and since Du and l0 are 
left a+-coprime, it follows that DDu - 1 is also i/o stable. Thus, DDu- 1 is 
both causal and i/o stable, so that Du is a right a--divisor of D, and (ii) of 
Definition 2.1 hold for Du. This completes our proof. D 

Using the expression / 0 = l0- 1 Du derived in the above proof, and recalling 
that l0 is bicausal, we directly obtain the following corollary. 

Corollary 2.1 
Let f: AU__,,.AY be an injective AK-linear map. Then f is strictly causal 

if and only if its a-annihilator Du is strictly causal. 
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We conclude this section with a brief outline of the present paper. Let 
/: AU-+AY be a linear i/o map, and refer to the Figure. We have that 

f (v,r) = flc.v,r) 

where 
lcv,r> : = v[I +rfv]-1 

is evidently a non-singular and causal equivalent precompensator, and 

lcv,r>-1 = v-1 + rf (7) 

From (7) it follows that the feedback representation problem involves (i) 
decomposition of a system into a sum (to obtain v- 1 and (r/) from lcv,r>- 1 ), 

and (ii) factorization into a series composition (to obtain r from (r/)). In 
both cases, each factor or summand is required to satisfy certain causality 
and stability restrictions. 

We study sum decomposition of systems in § 3, and § 4 is devoted to 
internal stability. The feedback representation problem is studied in § 5. 

3. Decomposition into a sum 
One of the more commonly used sum decompositions of transfer matrices 

1s the polynomial truncation, which is formally defined as follows. Let 
co 

/: AU-+AY be a transfer matrix, and let/= L A,z - t, where A,: U-+Y 
t = f0 

for all t, be an expansion of it into a formal Laurent series. Then, the poly
nomial truncation operator L + is defined as 

L +(!) : = L A rt (the strictly polynomial part) (8) 
f<O 

so that f- L +(!) is causal. Below, we examine a few additional types of 
sum decompositions of transfer matrices. 

First, we consider an implication of causality on sum decompositions. 
Let g: AU-+AU be a non-singular and causal AK-linear map, and consider 
any sum decomposition g- 1 = g1 + g2, in which one of the summands, say g2 , 

is strictly causal. Then the following holds for g1 . 

Proposition 3 .1 

Let g : AU-+ AU be a non-singular and causal 
g- 1 =g 1 +g 2, where g2 : AU-+AU is strictly causal. 
and g1- 1 is causal. 

Proof of Proposition 3.1 

AK-linear map, and let 
Then g1 is non-singular, 

Clearly, g1 = g- 1(1 -gg 2), where, since gg2 is strictly causal, the map l : = 
I -gg 2 is bicausal. But then, g1 = g- 1l is non-singular, and g1 -

1 = l- 1g is 
causal. D 

Sum decompositions of transfer matrices also appear in the stability 
context. We shall need to ' distribute ' the unstable modes of a given transfer 
matrix among two summands in a prescribed way. This we do through 
partial-fraction decomposition of matrices. The classical theory of partial
fraction decompositions of scalar rational functions can be generalized to the 
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matrix case in different ways, depending on the application at hand. One 
possibility is the following. Consider, for a moment, a polynomial matrix 
fraction E: = RQ- 1. Applying scalar partial-fraction decomposition to the 
entries in the Smith-MacMillan canonical form of E, one obtains a decom
position E = L RiQi- 1, where the characteristic polynomials of the matrices 
Qi are elementary divisors of Q (Fuhrmann 1981). In our present discussion 
we use an alternative approach, and the term partial-fraction decomposition 
will have a somewhat different, though related, meaning. 

Let A, B: AU-+AU be non-singular and i/o stable maps, and consider 
the quantity (AB)- 1. Suppose that there exists a representation of the 
form (AB)- 1 = P0- 1 + QD- 1 (9) 

where all of P, 0, Q, D: AU-+AU are i/o stable. We refer to such a repre
sentation as a partial-fraction decomposition, and we say that it is reduced 
whenever the pairs P, 0 as well as Q, D are right a+-coprime. 

Now, the matrices O and D have all their entries in the principal ideal 
domain QuK, and, consequently (MacDuffee 1934), they possess a least
common right multiple R over this ring. We shall call R a a+-L_ORM of 0 
and D. Explicitly, letting D'0'- 1 be a right canonical stability representa
tion of 0 - 1 D, we have R = 0 D' = DO'. Returning now to ( 9), we directly 
obtain 

(AB)- 1 =(PD'+ QO')R- 1 (10) 

and it follows that (AB) is a left a+-divisor of R. Much of our interest in 
this problem is directed towards the particular case when O and D are left 
a+-coprime, and AB= R. This case can be characterized as follows. 

Proposition 3. 2 

Let A, B: AU-+AU be non-singular i/o stable AK-linear maps, and let 
(AB)- 1 = P0- 1 + QD- 1 be a reduced partial-fraction decomposition. Then the 
following are equivalent : 

(oc) The pair 0, D is left a+-coprime, and has AB as a a+-LORM. 

(/3) The zero degrees {(AB)= ,(0) + ,(D). 

Proof of Proposition 3.2 

We use the notation of (10). First we note that, since O' and D' are 
right a+-coprime, ,(0) ~ {(O'). Also, (a) ,(0) = ,(O') if and only if 0, D 
are left a+-coprime. Further, we clearly have ,(R) = ,(D) + ,(O'). From 
(10), ,(AB)~ ((R), and, since AB is i/o stable, we have that ,(AB)= {(R) 
if and only if ,(PD'+ QC')= 0. But, the latter holds if and only if (PD'+ QC') 
is O.uK-unimodular. Whence, it follows that (b) ((AB)= ((R) if and only 
if AB is a a+-LCRM of O and D. 

Now, if {(AB)= ,(0) + {(D), then we have {(O) + ((D) ~ ((R) = {(D) + 
{(0') ~ {(D) + ,(0), so that {(O) = {(O') as well as {(AB)= ((R). Thus, by 
(a) and (b) we obtain that (/3) implies (oc). Conversely, if (oc) holds, then by 
(a,) and (b), ,(0) = '(O') and {(AB)= '(R), so that {(AB)= {(R) = {(D) + 
{(O') = {(D) + ((0), and (/3) holds as well. D 
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In case AB is a a+-LCRM of O and D, then D is evidently a left divisor 
of AB. Thus, in s~ch a case, we can assume without loss of generality that 
D=A. 

Proposition 3. 3 

Let A, B, C: AU-+AU be non-singular i/o stable AK-linear maps. 

(i) If there exists a reduced partial-fraction decomposition (AB) - 1 = PC - 1 + 
QA- 1, then AB is a a+-LCRM of A and C. 

(ii) Conversely, if AB is a a+-LCRM of A and C, then there exist i /o stable 
maps P, Q: AU-+AU such that (AB)- 1 =PC- 1 +QA- 1 . 

(iii) In (ii), if A and C are left a+-coprime, then the pairs C, P as well as 
A, Qare right a+-coprime. 

Proof of .Proposition 3.3 

(i) Multiplying by AB, we obtain PC- 1AB+QB=I, so that PC - 1AB 
is i/o stable. By the coprimeness of P and 0, it follows then that the map 
G := C- 1AB is i/o stable as well. Thus, since PG+QB=I and CG=AB, 
we obtain that AB is a a+-LCRM of A and 0, and (i) follows. The proof 
of (ii) is by reversing the steps in the proof of (i). 

In order to prove (iii), let P'0'- 1 and Q' A '- 1 be right canonical stability 
representations of P0- 1 and QA-1, respectively. We note that (*) the zero 
degrees ((A')~ ((A) and ((0') ~ ((0). Now, by the proof of Proposition 3.2 
we have ((AB)~ ((A')+ ((O'). Also, since AB is a a+-LCRM of A and 0, 
there exists an i/o stable matrix G, right a+-coprime with B, such that 
CG= AB. But then, o-1A = GB- 1 are canonical stability representations, 
and whence by (5) and Proposition 2.2, ((0) = ((B). Thus, ,(AB)= ,(A)+ 
,(B) =,(A)+ ,(0), so that, by a previous inequhlity, ,(A)+ ,(0) ~((A')+ 
((O'). But then, (*) implies that ,(A')= ,(A) and ,(O') = ,(0), so that, by 
Proposition 2.2, the pairs P, C as well as Q, A are right a+-coprime. D 

4. Internal stability 
In this section we discuss the internal stability of the configuration shown 

in the Figure. When given the transfer matrices w, v and r, explicit condi
tions for the internal stability of this configuration were derived by Desoer 
and Chan (1975). In the present paper we are interested in the converse 
problem, namely, in the construction of compensators w, v and r to meet 
specified requirements for the input-output behaviour of the final composite 
system. This construction will require a more detailed examination of internal 
stability, which we now proceed to do. 

We start with a discussion of stability properties of series connections of 
systems. Let g: AY-+AY' and h: AU-+AY be rational AK-linear maps, 
representing linear time-invariant systems ~u and ~h, respectively. We assume 
that both of ~u and ~h have no hidden (i.e. unreachable or unobservable) 
modes. Yet, when ~u and ~h are combined in series, the resulting system 
~u~h might, of course, possess hidden modes. We shall say that the com
position gh is a-detectable if all hidden modes in ~u~h are stable modes. 
Equivalently, gh is a-detectable if and only if there occur no cancellations of 
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unstable poles and unstable zeros, when the transfer matrices of g and h are 
multiplied. The latter is readily seen to be equivalent to the following 
proposition. 

Proposition 4.1 

Let g: AY--+AY' and h: AU--+AY be rational AK-linear maps, and let 
g = DL - 1 NL and h = N RDR - 1 be, respectively, left and right canonical stability 
representations. Then, gh is a-detectable if and only if (i) DL and NLNR are 
left a+-coprime, and (ii) NLNR and DR are right a+-coprime. 

It is intuitively clear that gh is a-detectable if and only if the number of 
unstable (canonical) poles of gh is equal to the sum of the numbers of such 
poles in g and in h. This fact, which can be readily verified, is stated in the 
following proposition. 

Proposition 4. 2 

Let g: AY--+AY' and h: AU--+AY be rational AK-linear maps. Then gh 
is a-detectable if and only if the pole degrees satisfy p(gh) = p(g) + p(h). 

Consider for a moment three AK-linear maps /, g, h for which the com
position fgh is meaningful. Denoting l1 : = jg and l : = gh, it might, of course, 
happen that l1h is a-detectable, whereas /l2 is not. Thus, a-detectaibility is 
a non-associative property. In view of this observation, we shall always use 
parentheses, and, when saying that (fg)h is a-detectable, we shall mean that 
so is l1h. 

We next examine the internal stability of the configuration shown in the 
Figure, using the notation introduced there. We recall that a composite 
system is internally stable whenever all its modes, including the unreachable 
and the unobservable ones, are stable. First we note that one can construct 
f<v,r) in two steps : (i) Combine / and v into g : = fv, and (ii) close the feed
back loop through r around g. Now, unstable hidden modes can be generated 
either in step (i) or in step (ii). In step (i), we have just seen that g contains 
no hidden unstable modes if and only if fv is a-detectable. Regarding step (ii), 
we denote 

lr: = [J +rg]- 1 = [I +rfv]- 1 

and Yr : = glr, so that Yr= h,,r>. Then, it was shown in Hammer ( 1983 a) 
that the feedback loop (by itself) is internally stable if and only if all of gr, 
lr, grr and lrr are i/o stable. Combining these two steps, we obtain the 
following proposition. 

Proposition 4. 3 

Let f: AU--+AY be a linear i/o map, and let v: AU--+AU and r: AY--+AU, 
where v is non-singular, be causal AK-linear maps. Then, f<v,r> is internally 
stable if and only if (i) fv is a-detectable, and (ii) all off <v,r>, lr, f <v,r> rand V are i/o 
stable. 

In intuitive terms, we next show that internal stability can be charac
terized as a situation in which the unstable zeros of fcv,r> are the collection of 
the unstable zeros of /, the unstable zeros of v, and the unstable poles of the 
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feedback r. In technical terms, this fact is reflected in the following two 
statements, the first of which follows by Hammer and Khargonekar (1981, 
Proposition 2.10). 

Lemma 4.1 

Let f: AU-+AY be a linear i/o map, and let v: AU-+AU and r: AY-+AU, 
where v is non-singular, be causal and rational AK-linear maps. Also, let 
fv = N D- 1 and r = Q- 1 R be (right and left) canonical stability representations, 
and denote G: = lr- 1 D. Then f<v,r> is internally stable if and only if (i) fv is 
a-detectable, and (ii) QG is O.rrK-unimodular. 

Corollary 4.1 

Let f: AU-+AY be a linear i/o map, and let v: AU-+AU and r: AY-+AU, 
where v is non-singular, be caitsal rational AK-linear maps. Assume that f<v,r> 
is internally stable. Then, the following relations between zero ((( · )) and pole 
(p( · ) ) degrees hold : 

(i) W<v,r>) = p(f) + ,(v) + p(r) 

(ii) ,u<v,r>) = W) + ,(v) + p(r) 

Proof of Corollary 4.1 

We tacitly employ Proposition 4.3. First we show that l<v,r> is i/o stable. 
Let v = Q' P- 1 and fv = N n-1 be right canonical stability representations. 
Then, since fv is a-detectable, it follows by Proposition 4.1 that P is a left 
a+-divisor of D. But then, since by Lemma 4.1 G- 1 : = D - 1zr is i/o stable, 
so also is p-izr, and hence also vlr( =l(v,ri). Now, since both lr and vlr 
are i/o stable, we have ,(vlr) = ((v) + Wr) - p(v). Further, using Lemma 4.1 
and its notation, we have that lr= DG- 1, and Wr) = ,(D) + ,(G- 1) = 

((D) + ((Q) = p(/v) + p(r) = p(f) + p(v) + p(r), where, in the last step, we used 
Proposition 4.2. Thus, we finally obtain that W<,,,r> )( = ,(vlr)) = p(/} + ,(v) + p(r), 
which proves (i). The proof of (ii) is similar. D 

The previous proof also contains the following corollary, which states 

that a necessary condition for the existence of a representation fl~ f<v,r> is 
that l can be chosen i/o stable. 

Corollary 4.2 

Let f: AU-+AY be a linear i/o map, and let v: AU-+AU and r: AY~AU, 
where v is non-singular, be causal and rational AK-linear maps. If h;,r> is 
internally ·stable, then l<v,r> is i/o stable. 

The conditions for internal stability can also be stated in terms of a

detectability : no unstable cancellations in the triple composition rfv, as follows. 

Corollary 4.3 

Let f: AU-+AY be a linear i/o map, and let v: AU-+AU and r: AY-+AU, 
where v is non-singular, be causal rational AK-linear maps. Then, f<v,r> is 
internally stable if and only if (i) fv as well as r(fv) are a-detectable, and (ii) lr is 
i/o stable. 
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Proof of Corollary 4.3 

We use the notation of Lemma 4.1. Assume first that fcv,r> is internally 
stable. Then, by Proposition 4.3, fv is a-detectable and lr is i/o stable. 
Further, from Lemma 4.1, we have that [QD +RN](= QG) is .QuK-unimodular. 
But then, it follows that Q and RN are left-, whereas D and RN are right
a+-coprime, so that, by Proposition 4.1, r(fv) is a-detectable. Conversely, 
assume that fv and r(fv) are a-detectable, and that lr is i/o stable. Then, by 
Proposition 4.1, the fact that r(fv) is a-detectable implies that Q and (QD+ RN) 
are left-, whereas D and (QD + RN) are right-a+-coprime. But then, since 
lr= D[QD+ RNJ- 1Q is i/o stable, it follows that (QD+ RN)- 1 is i/o stable 
as well. Thus, (QD + RN) is .QuK-unimodular, and f cv,r> is internally stable 
by Lemma 4.1. D 

In the remaining part of this section we consider injective systems. First, 
we show that the case of injective systems can be reduced to the case of 
isomorphic systems. To this end, let / : AU ~AY be an injective linear i/o 
map. In view of Lemma 2.2 and the injectivity off, there exists an Q.u-K-

unimodular map l0 : AY->AY such that lof-(~). whe,re f": AU--+AU is an 

isomorphism. Further, let r': AY ~AU be a causal and rational AK-linear 
map, where f cv,,.·> is not necessarily internally stable. Define 

r0 : = r'f(/ 0
)-

1 
: AU ~AU } 

r: = (r0 , O)l0 : AY ~AU 
(11) 

Then rf = r 0f0 = r'f, and, since l0 is .Qu -K-unimodular, it also follows that r 0 

and r are both causal. 
Now, given a non-singular, causal and rational AK-linear map v: AU ~AU, 

we denote, as before, f0cll,rol: = f0v[I +rof0vJ-1 , so that we obtain 

(
f0

cv,r 0 )) 

f cv, r') = lo -l 0 (12) 

and 
fc.v,r') = fcv,r) (13) 

Moreover, using again the fact that l0 is D.u -K-unimodular, one can show, 
through an argument similar to the one used in the last section of Hammer 
(1983), that the following holds. 

Theorem 4.1 

Let f: AU~AY be an injective linear i/o map, and let v: AU~AU and 
r' : AY ~AU, where v is non-singular, be causal and rational AK-linear maps. 
Then, in the notation of (11), the following are equivalent: 

(i) There exists a causal map r* : AY ~AU such that fcv,r'> ~ fcv,r.>· 

(ii) fcv,r> is internally stable. 

(iii) / 0c,·,ro> is internally stable. 

Thus, one can always implement r* = r, without disturbing internal 
stability. 
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5. Feedback representation 
The present section is devoted to the construction of compensators w, v 

and r, as required in the feedback representation problem ( § 1 ). It will be 
convenient to start our discussion with the case of injective systems, and 
to generalize it later to the non-injective case (see the end of the section). 
To set up our notation, let f: AU--+AY be an injective linear i/o map, and 
let l: AU--+AU be a non-singular and causal precompensator. Let Du be 
a a-annihilator off, and let D 0 be a right a+-denominator of fDu- 1. Now, 

assume that there exists a representation fl::::.f<v,r>· Then l=v[I +rfv]- 1 ; 
the map fl is evidently i/o stable; and, in view of Corollary 4.2, l is i/o stable 
as well. For reasons that will become clear shortly, we are interested in the 
multiple (Dul) of the stable matrices Du and l, which clearly satisfies 

( 14) 

Letting P A - 1 and QB - 1 be right canonical stability representations of v- 1 Du - 1 

and rf Du - 1, respectively, we obtain a reduced partial-fraction decomposition 

(Dul)- 1 = p A - 1 + QB - 1 ( 15) 

This partial fraction decomposition is at the centre of our discussion, and it 
actually identifies the main step in our solution of the feedback representation 
problem. The fact that fcv,r> is internally stable implies that (15) has certain 
particular properties, which we now proceed to examine. 

(oc} A and B are left a+-coprime, and have Dul as a a+-LORM 

Proof 
By Proposition 3.2, our proof will conclude upon showing that ((Dul)= 

((A)+ ((B). Now, since always ((Dul)~ ((A)+ ((B), we only have to prove 
the converse inequality. Evidently, ((Dul)= W) + ((Du), so that, by Corollary 
4.1, ((Dul)= p(f) + ((v) + p(r) + ((Du). Also, 

((A)= p(v- 1Du - 1 ) ~ p(v- 1 ) + p(Du - 1) = ((v) + ,(Du) 

Finally, since p(/Du - 1) = p(/), we have ,(B) = p(rf Du - 1) ~ p(r) + p(f). Thus, 
,(B) +,(A)~ p(r) + p(f) + ,(v) +,(Du)= ,(Dul), and our proof concludes. We 
have also obtained 

(/3) Du is a left a+-divisor of A 

Proof 

D 

Since h,,,.> is internally stable, we have, by Proposition 4.3, that fv is 
a-detectable. In view of (6), this implies that Duv is a-detectable as well. 
But then, by Proposition 4.1, we directly obtain (/3). D 

(y) D0 is a left a+-divisor of B 

Proof 

Since, as shown in the proof of (/3), Duv is a-detectable, it follows by 
Proposition 4.2 that ,(Duv) =,(Du)+ ,(v), and, by the proof of (oc), we also 
have that ,(Dul)(= ,(Du)+ W)) = ,(Duv) + p(rf Du- 1). Hence 

p(rf Du - 1) = ((Dul)- "Duv) = W)- ((v) = p(/) + p(r) 
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where the last step is by Corollary 4.1. But then, since p(f Du - 1) = p(f), we 
have p(rfDu- 1)=p(/Du- 1)+p(r), which, by Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, implies 
(y). D 

We summarize the above in the following proposition. 

Proposition 5 .1 

If hv,r> is internally stable, then the reduced partial-fraction decomposition (15) 
satisfies conditions ( tX), ( f3) and ( y). 

The importance of conditions (tX), (/3) and (y) stems from the fact that 
they are also sufficient for the construction of compensators v and r satisfying 

fl:::_f<v,r>, as we next discuss. As before, we let/: AU~AY be an injective 
linear i/o map with a-annihilator Du, and we let D 0 be a right a+-denominator 
of fDu- 1 . Now, let l: AU~AU be a non-singular, causal, and i/o stable 
precompensator, and assume that there exists a reduced partial-fraction 
decomposition 

(Dul)-1 = p A-I+ QB-I 

which satisfies conditions (tX), (/3) and (y). We construct the maps 

g: = PA- 1 + L +(QB- 1
): AU~Au} 

h := QB- 1 -L+(QB- 1 ): Au~Au 

(16) 

(17) 

where L + is the polynomial truncation operator (8). Clearly, l- 1 = gDu + hDu, 
and, since h is causal, we have by Corollary 2.1 that hDu is strictly causal. 
In view of Proposition 3.1, it follows then that gDu is non-singular, and that 
the map 

(18) 

is causal. Finally, let l0 : AY~AY be an Qu-K-unimodular map for which 

lof =(:).where /0 : AU---->AU is an isomorphism, and define the matrices 

r0 := h(f"Du-~)-1
: AU---->AU} 

r . = (r0 , O)l0 . AY ~AU 
(19) 

where O denotes the m x (p - m) zero matrix. Since h is causal and / 0 Du - 1 

is bicausal (see proof of Proposition 2.3), we have that r is causal. We next 

show that the causal maps v and r satisfy fl:::_f<v,rJ· 

Theorem 5.1 

Let f: AU~AY be an injective linear i/o map with a-annihilator Du, and 
let D0 be a right a+-denominator of fDu- 1• Let l: AU~AU be a non-singular, 
causal, and i/o stable precompensator, (md assume that there exists a reduced 
partial-fraction decomposition (16) satisfying (tX), (/3) and (y). Let v and r be 

the causal maps given by (18) and (19), respectively. Then, fl.:::_fcv,r>· 

Before proving this theorem, we give an example for the construction of 
v and r. 
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Example 

We let K be the field of real numbers, and let a be the set of all poly
nomials having their roots in the left half of the complex plane. Let / = 
(z-1)/[(z-2)2(z+l)], and assume that the desired transfer matrix is/'= 
(z-1)/(z+ 1)3 • The equivalent precompensator l is then given by l=f'/f= 
(z - 2)2/(z + 1 )2 , and it is non-singular, causal and i/o stable, as necessary. 
Now, one can choose 

Du=(z-1)/(z+l) 3 , D 0 =(z-2) 2 

Using standard methods, we construct the reduced partial-fraction decom
position 

(DZ) - 1- (z+l)s 
u - (z- l)(z-2) 2 

(z+l) 5 (z-3)(z+l) 5 

----
(z - 1) (z - 2) 2 

which clearly satisfies (oc), (/3) and (y). From (17) we obtain 

(z+l) 5 z3 +9z 2 +2lz+l 
g=----(z4+6z 3 + 15z2 + 16z)=------

z-l z-1 

h 2lz 2 +78z+3 
(z- 2) 2 

Applying finally (18) and (19) 

v - (gD )- 1 _ (z + 1 )3 r = h(fD~ - 1)- 1 
- u - z3 + 9z2 + 2 lz + 1' V 

2lz 2 + 78z+ 3 

(z + 1 )2 

In view of Theorem 5.1, we have that/' (=fl)~ fcv,r)· We note that all other 
possible partial-fraction decompositions will be of the form (Dul)- 1 = a/ 
[b(z-l)]+c/[d(z-2)2], where band dare polynomials with stable roots. D 

Proof of Theorem 5.1 

We use the above notation. By Theorem 4.1 our proof will conclude 
upon showing that f0cv,ro) is internally stable. The latter follows by Corollary 
4.3 through steps (a), (b) and (c) below. Before proceeding, we note several 
facts. By (/3) and (y), there exist i/o stable maps A 11 B1 : AU~AU such 
that A= DuA 1 and B= D0B 1 . Also, by the definition of f0 , Du is still a 
a-annihilator of /0 , and D 0 is a right a+-denominator of / 0 Du - 1. Whence, 
the map N 0 := f0 Du- 1 D0 is OuK-unimodular. By construction, there exist 
i/o stable matrices R and T such that g = RA - 1 and h = T B- 1 are canonical 
stability representations. We have then that r0 =h(/ 0Du- 1)- 1 =TB 1- 1 N 0 - 1 , 

so that, since T and B are right a+-coprime, p(r 0 ) = "B 1 ). 

(a) f 0v is a-detectable 

We have that v= A 1R - 1, so that f0v= (N 0D0 - 1 Du)(A 1R- 1 ) = N 0D0- 1 AR - 1. 

Now, A and R are right a+-coprime by construction, whereas D 0 and A are 
left a+-coprime by (a) and (y). Thus, since N 0 is QuK-unimodular, (a) follows 
by Proposition 5.1. As a consequence, we also obtain then that p(/0v) = 
((D 0 ) + "R). 
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(b) r 0 (/ 0v) is a-detectable 

First, let A' B'- 1 be a right canonical stability representation of B - 1A. 
Then, (Dul)- 1 = RA .:...1 + T B- 1 =(RB'+ T A')(AB')- 1, and, since AB'= BA' is 
clearly a a+-LCRM of A and B, it follows by (a:) that (RB'+ TA') is QuK
unimodular. Whence, RB' and TA' are right a+-coprime, and, since r0f0v= 
T B 1- 1 D 0- 1 AR- 1 = T B- 1AR- 1 = (TA')(RB')- 1, we obtain p(r0f 0v) =,(RB')= 
((R) + ,(B'). Now, since A and B are left a+-coprime, ,(B') = ,(B) = ,(D 0 ) + 
,(B 1 ), and, recalling from above, p(/ 0v) = ,(D 0 ) + ,(R) and p(r0 ) = ,(B 1 ). Thus, 

p(rof0v) = ,(R) + ((B') = ( ,(R) + ,(D 0 )) + ,(B 1 ) = p(/0v) + p(r0 ) 

and (b) follows by Proposition 4.2. 

(c) lro is i/o stable 
We have lro = v- 1l = (Duv)- 1 (Dul) = RA- 1(Dul). Now, since Dul is a a+

LCR;M of A and B, the matrix A is clearly a left a+-divisor of Dul, whence 
lro is i/o stable. D 

Combining Proposition 5.1 and Theorem 5.1, we directly obtain the 
following. 

Theorem 5.2 

Let f: AV->AY be an injective linear i/o map, and let l: AU->AU be a 
non-singular, causal and i/o stable precompensator. Let Du be a a-annihilator 
off, and let D 0 be a right a+-denominator of /Du-I· Then, the following are 
equivalent: 

(i) There exists a pair of causal ·maps v: AU->AU and r: AY->AU such 

that fl~ fcv,r)· 

(ii) There exists a reduced partial-fraction decomposition (Dul)- 1 = P A- 1 + 
QB- 1 satisfying (oc:), (/3) and (y). 

From Theorem 5.2 and the discussion leading to it we see that the set of 
partial-fraction decompositions satisfying (ii) characterizes the set of all pairs 

v, r for which fl~ fcv,r)· The conditions for the existence of a partial-fraction 
decomposition satisfying (ii) of Theorem 5.2 can be stated in compact form as 
a certain factorization condition on the matrix (Dul), as we next discuss. 
First we review a definition. An equation of the form AB'= BA', where all 
maps are i/o stable; A and B are left a+-coprime; and A' and B' are right 
a+-coprime, is called an interchange equation. The multiple AB' (or BA') 
is then said to be interchangeable. In these terms, we can restate condition 
(ii) as follows. 

Proposition 5.2 

Condition (ii) of Theorem 5.2 is equivalent to the following (iii): 

(iii) There exist factorizations Dul=AB' and Dul=BA', where all of A, A', 
B, B' : AV->AU are i/o stable, and where (a) AB'= BA' is an inter
change equation, (b) Du is a left a+-divisor of A, and (c) D 0 is a left a+
divisor of B. 
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Proof of Proposition 5.2 
If (ii) holds, then, by (ex), the matrices A and B are left a+-coprime, and 

there exist i/o stable and right a+-coprime matrices A' and B' satisfying 
Dul=AB'=BA'. But then, AB'=BA' is an interchange equation, and 
conditions (b) and (c) coincide with ((3) and (y), respectively. Conversely, 
assume that (iii) holds. Then, since A', B' are right a+-coprime, Dul is a 
a+LCRM of A and B, and there exist i/o stable matrices P, Q such that 
PB'+QA'=l. But then 

(Dul)- 1 = (AB') - 1 =(PB'+ QA')(AB') - 1 = P A-1 + QA' B' - 1 A - 1 = P A - 1 + QB-1 

In view of Proposition 3.3(iii), this partial-fraction decomposition is reduced, 
and, by our assumptions, it evidently satisfies Theorem 5.2(ii). D 

Interchange equations have been previously encountered in several situa
tions in the literature on internally stable linear control. These situations 
include the so-called ' output regulation problem ' (W olovich and Ferreira 
1979), and the problem of decoupling by dynamic output feedback (Hammer 
and Khargonekar 1981). However, the problem that we presently face is 
significantly different from the one previously encountered. In the previous 
investigations, one had to determine whether a given multiple, say AB', is 
interchangeable. Solutions to this problem were proposed in Wolovich (1978), 
and the references cited there. In our present case, however, one is required 
to find a factorization of a given map (Dul) into an interchangeable multiple, 
the factors of which have to satisfy certain divisibility conditions. From our 
present discussion we also see that there is a close relationship between inter
change equations, and partial-fraction decomposition of matrices. 

Let f : AU ~AY be an injective linear i/o map. Using Proposition 5.2 
we show now that a partial-fraction decomposition satisfying Theorem 5.l(ii) 
exists for almost every non-singular, causal and i/o stable precompensator 
l : AU ~AU for which fl is i/o stable. Let D be a right pole matrix of f, let 
Z be a right zero matrix off, and let Z/ be a right zero matrix of D- 1l. (We 
note that Z / describes the unstable zeros of l which are not cancelled by 
unstable poles of f.) We denote by Z1 (respectively, by P1, Z/) the set of 
all polynomial prime divisors of the invariant factors of Z (respectively, D, Z/). 
The symbols Z1, P1 and Z/ determine the respective unstable zeros or poles. 
We denote 

Z 1,l := 0 if either P1nZ/=0 or Z1nZ/=0 

where 0 is the empty set. When the field K is infinite, then we clearly have 
z,. z= 0 for almost every precompensator l. 

Proposition 5. 3 

Let f: AU~AY be an injective linear i/o map, and let l: AU~AU be a 
non-singular, causal and i/o stable precompensator for which fl is i/o stable. If 
z,.z=0, then there exists a pair of cai1,sal maps v: AU~Au and r: AY~Av 

satisfying fl :1: f <v,r). 

The proof of Proposition 5.3 depends on the following. 
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Lemma 5.1 

Let A, B: AU~AU be non-singular i/o stable maps. If det A and det B 
are a+-coprime, then the multiple AB is interchangeable. 

Proof of Lemma 5.1 

Let Mi, M 2 : AU~AU be QuK-unimodular matrices such that S: = 
M 1(AB)M 2 is in Smith canonical form, say S=diag (81, ... , Sm). For all 
i = 1, ... , m, we can clearly factor Si= 8' i 811 

i, where S' i, S II iEQuK ; 8' i is a 
a+-divisor of det B ; and S II i is a a+-divisor of det A. Denoting B' : = 
M 1[diag (S'i, ... , S'm)J and A':= [diag (S"i, ... , 811m)JM2 , and recalling that 
det A and det Bare a+-coprime, it is easily seen that AB= B' A' is an inter
change equation. D 

Proof of Proposition 5.3 
We use the notation of Theorem 5.1 and let R: = Dul. Now, clearly, 

Du is a left a+-divisor of R, and, since (/Du- 1)R=fl is i/o stable, we also have 
that D 0 is a left a+-divisor of R. Whence, the a+-LCRM Q of D 0 and Du 
is a left a+-divisor of R. To express Q, let CD- 1 be a right canonical stability 
representation of D 0 -

1 Du· Then we can choose Q = D 0C = D uD, so that 
there exists an i/o stable map E for which Dul=D 0CE=DuDE. Further
more, it is readily seen that z,= Zna= Zc; P,= Zno= Zn; and Z/= ZE. 
Whence, the assumption z,. z= 0 implies that either (i) det E and det D are 
a+-coprime, or (ii) det E and det Care a+-coprime. By Lemma 5.1 it follows 
then that in case (i) there exists an interchange equation DE= E' D', whereas 
in case (ii) there exists an interchange equation CE=E 11C'. But then, in· 
case (i) the maps A:= DuE', B: = D 0 , A':= CE, B': = D' satisfy 
Proposition 5.2, whereas in case (ii) the maps A : = Du, B: = D 0 E 11

, A':= C', 
B' : = DE satisfy Proposition 5.2. This completes our proof. D 

Construction 

In case the condition Z / = 0 is satisfied, compensators v and r for which 
fl:::_f<v,r> are constructed as follows. First, one derives the matrices A, B, A' 
and B' described in the proof of Proposition 5.1, using the construction given in 
the proof of Lemma 5.1. From these matrices, one constructs a reduced 
partial-fraction decomposition (Dul)- 1 = P A - 1 + QB- 1 as described in the 
proof of Proposition 5.2. Then, finally, the compensators v and rare obtained 
from (18) and (19). D 

From Proposition 5.3 we directly obtain the following qualitative. 

Corollary 5.1 

Assume that the field K is infinite, and let f: AU ~AY be an injective linear 
i/o map. Then, for almost every non-singular, causal and i/o stable precom
pensator l : AU ~AU for which fl is i/o stable, there exists a pair of causal maps 

V: AU~Au and r: AY~Au such that fl:::.f<v,r)· 

Several particular cases of Proposition 5.3 are of independent interest : 
(i) f has no unstable zeros (i.e. Z1 = 0), and (ii) f is i/o stable (i.e. P1 = 0). In 
these cases evidently z,. z= 0, so that then every non-singular, causal and i/o 
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stable precompensator l : AU->AU for which fl is i/o stable can be repre

sented as fl~ f<v,r>· The case (ii) when the plant f is i/o stable was also 
considered by Desoer and Chen (1981), by Zames (1981), and by Francis and 
Vidyasagar (1980). We also note that if l does not add any new unstable 

zeros (i.e. Z/=0), then it can always be represented as fl~fcv,r>· 
We turn now to the case of more general precompensators which do not 

necessarily satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5.1. In such case, an external 
precompensator w is required, and the construction of the triple w, v and r 
is as follows. Let f: AU->AY be an injective linear i/o map, and let l: 
AU->AU be a non-singular, causal and i/o stable precompensator, for which 
fl is i/o stable. We next split l into a multiple l = l1w, where (a) both of l1 

and w are i/o stable, (b) fl1 is i/o stable, and (c) there exist causal maps v: 
AU->AU and r : AY ->AU such that fl 1 = f cv,r>. These conditions immedi-

ately imply then that fl~ fcw,v,rJ, where the configuration 

f cw,v,r) : = fcv,1')W 

is pictorially described in the Figure. 
To this end, let D be a right a+-denominator of /, and let Al be a right 

zero matrix of (D- 1l). Since A I is determined up to a polynomial unimodular 
left multipler, we can choose Az with properly independent rows. Then, 
denoting by ,i the degree of row i in A z, and letting (z + ex) be a first-degree 
polynomial in the stability set a, we construct the map 

(20) 

This map is bicausal and i/o stable, and we note that its Macmillan degree 

µ,(w) = W)- p(f) 
Defining now the map 

(21) 

we next show that wand l1 satisfy conditions (a), (b) and (c) above. 

Theorem 5.3 

Let f : AU->AY be an injective linear i/o map, and let l : AV->AU be a 
non-singular, causal and i /o stable precompensator. Assume that fl is i/o stable, 
and let w: AU->AU be as in (20). Then there exist causal maps v: AU->AU 

and r: AY->AU, where vis non-singular, such that fl~fcw,v,r>· 

Proof of Theorem 5.3 

We use the above notation. First we note that, since fl is i/o stable, so 
also is D- 1l, so that the map D- 1lA 1-

1 is QuK-unimodular. As a con
sequence, D- 1z1 is QuK-unimodular, and l1 as well as fl 1 are i/o stable. 
Whence, Z1/ = 0, so that by Proposition 5.3 there exist causa.l maps v : 

AU->AU and r: AY->AU such that /l1 ~ h,,r>· Also, since w is i/o stable, 

we have that fl=fl 1w~fcv,,·>w~f<w,v,r>· D 
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The non-injective case 

In the next few paragraphs we briefly describe how our discussion can be 
generalized to the case of non-injective systems. More specifically, we show 
that the case of non-injective systems can be reduced to the case of injective 
systems through a certain Qu-K-unimodular transformation. We start with 
the examination of a ·particularly simple case of non-injective systems. 

Let /: AU-+AY be a linear i/o map. We say that / has a static kernel 
if there exists a K-linear subspace U0 c U such that Ker /=AU 0 (Hammer 
and Heymann 1981). Assume now that / has a non-zero static kernel, and 
denote k : = dim AK Ker / and n : = dim K U - k. Then, choosing a suitable 
basis for the K-linear space U, we can assume that the transfer matrix of / 
is of the form (/0 , 0), where / 0 is injective. We denote by AU 1 the domain 
of / 0 , so that /0 : AU 1-+AY, and U = U1 E£)U0 . Now, let l: AU-+AU be a 
non-singular, causal and i/o stable precompensator for which fl is i/o stable, 
and let ln be the matrix consisting of the first (upper) n rows of l. Then, 
since l is non-singular, there exists a non-singular (column interchanging) 
static matrix V : U-+ U such that the first n columns of ln V are AK-linearly 
independent. We denote l' : = l V, and partition ln V into ln V = (li, l2 ), where 
l1 : AU 1-+AU 1 is a (non-singular) n x n matrix, and l2 : AU 0-+AU 1 • Next, 
we define 

l " ·-.-
(

ll l2 ) 

0 lkxk . 
AU-+AU (22) 

where lkxk is the k x k identity matrix. Then, we evidently have that l" is 
non-singular, causal and i/o stable, and moreover 

fl= fl' v-1 = fl" v-1 (23) 

Thus, we can replace l by l" v-1 without affecting the resulting system. 
Next, let D0 b~ a right a+-denominator of / 0 , and, referring to (22), let 

l* : AU 1-+AU 1 be a greatest common left divisor of l1 and l2 over the ring 
Qu-K. We note that, by the ·structure of the rings Q

0
K and Qu-K, l* 

is a greatest common left a+-divisor of l1 and l2 as well. Now, since fl" is i/o 
stable, so also are both of D0 -

1 l1 and D0 -
1 l2 . Hence, D0 is a left a+-divisor 

of l*, and it follows that /ol* is i/o stable. Further, since l1 is non-singular, 
so also is l*, and the AK-linear maps la.:= l* - 1 l1 and lp: = l*- 1 l2 are both 
causal and i/o stable. We now define the following non-singular, causal and 
i/o stable maps 

lo:= 
(

l* 0 ) 

0 lkxk . 
AU-+AU 

(
~ lp ) 

lkxk . 

so that l" = l0lK. Our construction implies then (i) /l 0 is i/o stable, and (ii) 
Ker /l 0 =Ker/. Thus, we can consider /l 0 , and then add lK as an external 
precompensator without destroying internal stability. 
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In order to complete our discussion for the case of static kernels, we now 
consider the injective combination / 0l*. Applying Theorem 5.3, we obtain 
causal AK-linear maps w*, v* : AUc~AU 1 and r* : AY-+A Ui, where w* 

and v* are non-singular, such that fol*~ f o<w.,v.,r.>· Defining now 

w·- c· Q ) !K v~l: AU-+AU 
lkxk 

V := c: 1.0J AU-+AU (24) 

r:= C) AY-+AU 

it then readily follows that fl~ f<w,v,r>· 
Finally, we consider the general case of non-injective systems. Specifically, 

we show that the general case can be reduced to the case of systems with static 
kernels. To this end, let /: AU-+AY be a non-injective linear i/o map, 
and let l: AU-+AU be a non-singular, causal and i/o stable precompensator, 
for which fl is i/o stable. We denote, as before, k: = dimAK Ker/, and 
assume that k > 0. By the dual of Lemma 2.2, there exists an nu -K
unimodular map lu: AU-+AU such that flu= (/0, 0), where / 0 : AU 1-+AY 
is an injective linear i/o map. Evidently, the linear i/o map / s: = flu has 
a static kernel. Further, we denote ls:= lu- 1 l. Then, clearly, fsls=fl; 
the precompensator ls is non-singular, causal and i/o stable ; and / sls is i/o 
stable. Thus, we can apply our previous constructions to the pair / s, ls, 

As in (24), we let w, v and r be causal AK-linear maps such that f sls~ f s<u-,v,r>· 
Then, defining vu : = luv, and using the fact that lu is nu -K-unimodular, 
it can readily be shown that 

fl~ f<w,vu,r) (25) 

Finally, we note that if the precompensator l is such that fl has a static 
kernel, then lK in (24) is static, and the situation is essentially the same as 
in the injective case. 
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